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Board of Medical Licensure and Supervision
March 7, 2013

AGREEMENTS

John Michael Lonergan, MD - Staff Motion for Modification of Terms of Agreement – Agreement terminated.

Mars Baldoza Gonzaga, MD - Staff Motion for Addendum to Terms of Agreement – Agreement modified to include Dr. Gonzaga’s agreement to not prescribe, dispense or possess Scheduled medications to patients, family or himself.

Marsha Pratt, MD – Staff Motion for Termination of Agreement – Agreement terminated.

PROBATION MATTERS

Miguel Rodriguez, MD - Motion for Termination of Probation – Probation terminated.

Zachariah Anderson, MD - Motion for Modification of Terms of Probation – Terms modified to increase work hours to 75 hours per week and require an appearance before the Board in six month for reevaluation.

APPLICATIONS FOR LICENSURE

Johnathan David Millwee – applicant, Apprentice Athletic Trainer license – Granted under terms of Agreement.

Melissa Ann Wergeles – applicant, Apprentice Athletic Trainer license – Granted under terms of Agreement.

Homero Avila – applicant, Provisional Respiratory Care Practitioner – Granted under terms of Agreement.

Jimmie E. Howell – applicant, Respiratory Care Practitioner reinstatement after surrender - License reinstated under terms of indefinite probation with terms for monitoring for substance abuse, requiring practice under supervision for ten months and requiring 12 hours of continuing education.

Jennifer Ng – Applicant, full medical license – Granted under terms of Agreement that she will work under a proctor for six months, provide case log to Board Secretary and Board President for review and return to the Board after completion of the proctorship period.
Jose Luis Hinojosa – Applicant, full medical license – Granted.

Sabrina Debra Trieff Frierson – Applicant, full medical license – Application tabled until she makes an appearance before the Board.

Erik Trevor Shultzaberger – applicant, Provisional Respiratory Care Practitioner – Granted under terms of Agreement.

James Kent Robberson – Applicant, Reinstatement after disciplinary action – Granted under terms of indefinite probation limiting to an approved practice location and other standard terms for monitoring for sexual misconduct and substance abuse.

**DISCIPLINARY MATTERS**

**Hearings**


Jason Allen Briggs, RC – Disciplinary hearing alleging entering of a plea of no contest to a drug related offense, unauthorized possession and use of controlled substances, and substance abuse – License revoked.

Gary Peter Dickinson, MD – Disciplinary hearing alleging prescribing violations, medical records violations, procuring/aiding/abetting a criminal operation, and dishonorable or immoral conduct likely to deceive/defraud/harm the public – Public reprimand issued and required to perform 200 hours of public service.

Phillip Joseph Knight, MD – Disciplinary hearing alleging substance abuse, narcotics law violations, prescribing violations, aiding/abetting a criminal operation, commission of an act in violation of criminal laws, medical records violations, inability to practice medicine with reasonable skill and safety, and dishonorable or immoral conduct likely to deceive, defraud or harm the public – Voluntary Submittal to Jurisdiction accepted imposing indefinite probation with terms for monitoring for substance abuse, limiting CDS prescribing, requiring a polygraph every six months and limiting work hours to 50 hours per week.

Kevin Jay Maxwell, PA – Disciplinary hearing alleging alcohol abuse, sexual misconduct, fraud or misrepresentation in applying for renewal of license, failure to report adverse action, and dishonorable or immoral conduct likely to deceive, defraud or harm the public – Voluntary Submittal to Jurisdiction accepted imposing retroactive nine-month suspension ending January 15, 2013, and a five-year probation beginning March 7, 2013, with terms for monitoring for substance abuse, requirements for a chaperone when treating female patients, requirements for a full-time physician supervisor and requiring a polygraph every six months. [Note: Agreement not to practice in effect January 16, 2013 to March 6, 2013]

William Browning O'Brien, MD – Disciplinary hearing alleging substance abuse, fraud in
applying for renewal of license and failure to cooperate with a lawful investigation – Voluntary Submittal to Jurisdiction accepted imposing a five-year probation with terms for monitoring for substance abuse.

**Wesley E. Pope, MD** – Disciplinary hearing alleging sexual misconduct, medical records violations, narcotics law violations, prescribing violations, aiding/abetting a criminal operation, failure to cooperate with a lawful investigation, and abuse of the physician’s position of trust – Voluntary Submittal to Jurisdiction accepted extending his period of probation to December 15, 2013, and prohibiting his partner, RTD, from participating in any way in his medical practice, prohibiting any dual relationships with patients or their families, and prohibiting texting, emailing or any involvement through social media with patients or their families.

**Motions**

**Gregory Keith Morton, MD** – Motion For Reconsideration – Motion denied and Revised Final Order of Revocation accepted.

**Cases Continued to a future meeting**

**Steven Constantine Anagnost, MD** – Disciplinary hearing alleging fraud, negligence, and incompetence

**Haisam Al-Khouri, MD** – Disciplinary hearing alleging prescribing violations, failure to establish a physician/patient relationship, aiding/abetting the unlicensed practice of medicine, confession of a crime involving antinarcotic laws, failure to cooperate with a lawful investigation, and dishonorable or immoral conduct likely to deceive/defraud/harm the public

**Jonathan Keith Brewer, MD** – Disciplinary hearing alleging substance abuse, violation of a Board Order, violation of antinarcotic laws, inability to practice medicine with reasonable skill and safety, and dishonorable or immoral conduct likely to deceive/defraud/harm the public – Hearing scheduled for March 7, 2013

**Michael Edward Hume, PA** – Disciplinary hearing alleging dishonorable/immoral conduct, prescribing violations, and records violations – Hearing scheduled for March 7, 2013

**Joseph Knight, MD** – Disciplinary hearing alleging prescribing violations, records violations, failure to provide necessary on-going medical treatment, violation of physician-patient confidentiality, fraud or misrepresentation in applying for a medical license and reregistration of a medical license, gross or repeated negligence, inability to practice medicine with reasonable skill, use of false/fraudulent/deceptive statement in a document connected with the practice of medicine and dishonorable or immoral conduct likely to deceive, defraud or harm the public

**Gary Paul Kula, MD** – Disciplinary hearing alleging fraud or misrepresentation in applying for reregistration of a medical license, incapacity or incompetence to practice medicine and
dishonorable or immoral conduct likely to deceive, defraud or harm the public

Medhat S.F. Michael, MD – Disciplinary hearing alleging sexual misconduct, records violations, narcotics law violations, prescribing violations, failure to establish a physician/patient relationship, fraud in applying for renewal of license, failure to cooperate with a lawful investigation, inability to practice medicine with reasonable skill and safety, and dishonorable or immoral conduct likely to deceive/defraud/harm the public [Has agreement not to practice]

David Hill Stallcup, RC – Disciplinary hearing alleging violation of controlled substances laws and habitual intemperate or addicted use of controlled substance that could result in behavior that interferes with the practice of respiratory care

Koteswar Sureddi, MD – Disciplinary hearing alleging dishonorable/immoral conduct, prescribing violations, narcotic law violations, records violations, failure to establish a physician/patient relationship, and procuring/aiding/abetting a criminal operation [Has agreement not to practice until obtains a skills assessment] Hearing scheduled for May 16, 2013.

Bryan Joseph Treacy, MD – Disciplinary hearing alleging sexual misconduct and failure to cooperate with an investigation [Has agreement not to practice]